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in a world where we are constantly 
bombarded with images flashing 
across billboards and television sets 
ranging from the newest celebrity 
news on cnn to the new paul walker 
movie recently released, people have 
become somewhat numb to how we 
perceive images and specifically film.  
often times it takes somewhat of a 
slap in the face to be woken up from 
the constant feed of media and 
begin to look at something often 
seen ordinarily with an entirely new 
horizon of sight.  that is particularly 
what we are trying to do with the 
boston film festival in boston, ma.  
so few times does good film come 
around and even fewer times are we in 
a conscious state to simply remember 
it much less possibly appreciate it.  we 
can’t guarantee that by the design of 
this film festival one will appreciate 
a movie more, but what we will say is 
that by altering the human perception 
of watching the film by altering the 
viewing experience you will watch a 
film in a way traditionally unheard 
of and will blend two horizons of 
film and an altered state of being to 
form a new horizon of awareness.
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the city hall building in boston, ma. was 
assigned to us a type of site in which we 
were assigned a specific section that we 
were required to draw orthographically 
at a 1/8”=1’ scale.  through the study 
of our sections we began to learn about a 
number of specific architectural aspects.  
from a practical standpoint we were 
educated on building systems, including 
mechanical systems, structural systems, 
and others.  from a theoretical and 

building and supported readings we 
began to explore not only viewing 
something two dimensionally, but 
also the appearance of something 
three dimensionally and how that 
through movement and experiences 
of pieces greats a whole and complete 
understanding of the space.

experiential standpoint we explored 
the idea of looking at incomplete 
parts of a building ranging from 
photographs to partial design 
drawings to create a whole image 
and complete understanding of 
the assigned section.  after the 
completion of the orthographic 
drawing we then modeled the 
section to the width of one column 
bay.  through the study of the 
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a section, could be viewed as a 
two dimensional image, or could be 
interoperated as a well developed 
volumetric space. trying to understand 
the existing things within the section 
and being able to transfer the language 
on a paper requires lot of intelligence.  
it is not only about the flat, 2d, or 
lifeless lines anymore, but also the skin 
and bones. we, as architects, could 
be in the same conversation as fashion 
designers.  both disciplines start with 

the human body and expand on ideas 
of space and movement, serving as 
outward expressions of personal, 
political, and cultural identity. 
architects and fashion designers 
produce environments defined 
through spatial awareness the 
structures they create are based on 
volume, function, proportion, and 
material. 
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three collages are illustrated to 
explore three ideas seemingly separate, 
but are in fact connected.  the 
initial collage is an exploration in the 
alteration of a moving image, such as 
a film, while the viewer moves as well, 
up or down a staircase. the interest 
comes in how the idea of a constantly 
changing perception of the film paired 
with an always incomplete look at the 
image do to being in a staircase  can 
change your how you reinterpret the 
film.  the second collage has to do 
with the idea of fragmentation and a 
fixed framed view that shows only a 
piece of a whole.  through movement 
on the part of the viewer the fragment 
always changes and what once framed 
on particular view now frames many, 
forcing one to walk through and 
experience the space in order to begin 
to understand it.  the third has to do 
with a constant busy movement at a 
high pace, allowing for only one way 
of things to occur.  the exploration 
comes in trying to change the pace of a 
traditional city lifestyle and present a 
focused, but altered view of something 
you see on a regular basis, presenting 
new opportunities of understanding.  
all of these relate to the idea of an 
alteration in perception and an idea of 
fragmentation or partiality.  but where 
the intrigue comes into play is allowing 
for those fragments to gradually and 
eventually, become a whole.

zach crocker collages
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the main focus on the first collage was 
about how hitchcock frames the views 
for the movie “rear window”. there 
are series of scenes, or scattered puzzle 
pieces, that make up a whole that could 
be understood. in such a way, the story 
tells itself and leaves a huge opportu-
nity for the viewers to interpret the 
scenario on their own.  meanwhile, it 
engages a private conversation between 
what is watched and who is watching. 
i used the skylight from the building 
section as the device to express the 
ideas of interpretation. can a skylight 
also be used/viewed in other ways more 
than just a frame for sky? maybe in a 
horizontal way, or look down from the 
above?  the layers of red, translucent, 
and perforated material suggests the 
light, shadow, color, and etc.  aspects 
that the director put together to make 
each frame. layers of still frames make 
a flow motion. each individual frame is 
like a painting that is carefully made, 
and based on the experience of the direc-
tor himself. even though those frames 
give the viewers infinite space to inter-
pret in different ways, we cannot ignore 
the fact that it is still made by the di-
rector who controls the camera. this 
collage is expressed in a way in which i 
could play with those layers as compo-
nents and have a conversation with the 
polish poster (or other images) at the 
bottom. the reason for using a polish 
poster is to show their unique way of 
making a movie poster by understand-
ing it instead of making a collage of 
the characters.  as a man once said, 
“rooted understanding makes things 
meaningful”. nuo liu collages
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our design began with ideas.  brashly 
thrown out on paper without 
consideration as to how ridiculous 
they sounded or how far fetched 
they might have been.  as a writer 
compiling his first draft, we began to 
comb through our ideas after a time of 
reflection and thereafter attempted to 
apply those ideas worthy to a practical 
and programmatic solution while 
maintaining the essence of the original 
idea.  our collages aided us greatly as 
another source of a creative outlet to 
build ideas and relate them to film and 
building.  
we began to develop the idea of 
modularized, intimate, theaters that 
could begin to carry out our overall 
intentions expressed earlier in an 
architectural form.  they would allow 
for alternate perceptions of the film 
in a small, comfortable environment 
where the focus can be on the film and 
nothing else.  to accommodate for the 
major theatre space we wanted to utilize 
the existing building space and did so by 
allowing the continuous floors of the 
section to act as seating.  with seating 
must come something to sit and watch 
and therefore, an enormous imax-like 
theatre screen was pulled out from the 
existing structure to form the structure 
of the screen and act as a perpendicular 
dome to be completely enveloped in.  

overview
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perpsective
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entrance/theater
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the representation of our ideas became 
hugely important and a desire to move 
beyond a scientific explanation of a 
project that is in fact never experienced 
in that particular way became our goal.  
consequently we explored alternative 
forms of representation.  one way in 
which we did so was a movie compiled of 
stills made in a manner similar to that 
of an old super mario game.  by doing 

this we were allowed to go back to 
the idea between view and appearance 
and explored a relationship 
between two dimensions and three.  
furthermore we decided to compile 
drawings, but not in a traditional 
sense.  often times when plans and 
so on are taken of a building the 
essence of the experience is lost and 
instead becomes an object without 

context.  therefore we tried to 
allow the drawings themselves to 
give context to one another and 
compile a whole by only showing 
parts or fragments, thereby; 
forcing one to look intricately at 
the parts in order to understand it 
in it’s entirety. 


